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Abstract
New trends in globalization encourage firms to
consider new forms of organizational structures and
supporting information system infrastructure. Information
systems for these emerging global business networks are
hard to specify because of their complexity and
changeability. A problem with current specification
methods is that they are not sufficiently capable of
capturing the context of the information system. To
address this problem, we examine the role that reference
models can play in increasing the context-sensitivity of
such methods. In this paper we present the reference
framework from the RENISYS approach to help in the
specification of more adequate information system
infrastructure for business networks. Within this
framework we distinguish between three modeling levels:
the problem domain, human network, and information
system level. To further refine the problem domain we
apply the roles-linkage model from the area of network
analysis. This model is used to represent the actors and
links between those actors as the basis for the exact
definition of the communication patterns between the
participants of the network. A small case study shows how
such a context-sensitive specification method could be
implemented.
1. Introduction
Current interest in business networks follows almost
naturally from the developments in the structure and the
conditions under which the global market economy
functions. More and more companies strive for a
restructuring of their core business, while needing to
create ever more complex webs of cooperative links with
competitors, suppliers, and customers on a worldwide
scale [20]. The success of these restructured organizations
will come from the ability to couple to, and decouple
from, the networks of knowledge nodes [18]. This shift
from traditional, rigid hierarchical organizational
structures is often described as moving towards a dynamic
network form [10].
Research on business organizations used to be focused
on the competition between firms and the relationships
between these firms, their suppliers and customers. In the
current dynamic situation, however, a significant shift is
taking place in the nature of business interactions, with the
focus changing to more cooperative, longer term
relationships [8]. This change has proven important in the
competitive dynamics of many IT applications, such as
airline reservations systems [9]. It is also in line with the
results reported by Axelrod [3], in which in long term
relationships, cooperation instead of pure competition,
mostly is the better strategy, resulting in the highest
benefits for all parties.
Next to the globalization of the relationships between
firms we can also identify changes in the organizational
structure (and their supporting IT) of the globally
interacting firms themselves. Especially large European
and American firms show new types of (IT-supported)
coordination between the departments in different
countries (see e.g., [17]). The operations of these large
webs of organizational units require new kinds of IT
support to facilitate group processes, like the Task/Team
Support systems proposed by Mannheim [24].
Despite these trends, the new insights in the social
nature of cooperation between organizational units have
not yet resulted in information system specification
methods that are particularly suitable for professional
networks. Past interest and research in information
technology comes from a tradition of techno-centred
thinking, language and methods. This approach often
leads to poor mutual understanding between technical
specialists, managers and system users. It results in many
isolated information tools and data sets rather than
customized, integrated information systems that are
tailored to real user information needs. Therefore, to be
truly useful, information technology has to support
organizations in their core activities (business processes)
and different organizational forms in which these
activities are carried out (teamwork, organization-wide
cooperation, and global business networks). In order to
adequately apply information technology, the paradigm of
organizational information as a resource to be managed is
too restrictive for the new organizational forms, and
should be replaced by that of communication and
information sharing. This paradigm shift is most clearly
expressed in the language/action approach, which
interprets organizations as patterns of linguistic action by
which people coordinate and structure their work with
others [21]. This view reflects the idea that organizations
can be viewed as complex, integrated patterns of
cooperative work processes ultimately aimed at satisfying
the needs of customers. In relation to this, Kambil and
Short [19] studied changes in business networks and their
electronic integration. They identified important shifts in
the functioning of these networks and recognized two
problems related to coping with the change in these
networks. The first problem deals with the question of
how to model these networks, while a consistent language
to characterize network phenomena is lacking. The second
problem is concerned with the design of the network
supporting information systems. Both problems will be
addressed in this paper.
A business network can be characterized as a goal-
oriented, dynamic, and complex professional human
network. To develop more integrated and customized
information systems for business networks, a dynamic and
context-sensitive network information system
specification method is required. Such a method, based on
the language/action approach, RENISYS, is already being
developed for the closely related research network
information systems [12,13]. Our thesis is that this method
can also be applied for the specification of business
network information systems. Both networks are examples
of professional networks, in which some form of
cooperation takes place that needs to be supported by the
accompanying information system. Of course, there are
differences in terminology and approaches used by the
participants in these two types of networks. Nevertheless,
we assume that the basic types of communication patterns
modeled around core cooperation concepts are the same in
both domains, and so need to be defined only once. For
maximum flexibility, we need a method that allows us
both to analyze the domain-specific context, and to
translate the discovered entities into various combinations
of relatively similar abstract system specification
primitives. Our expectation is that this dual approach will
considerably increase the effectiveness and efficiency of
the system specification process, permitting a wide variety
of domains to be systematically analyzed while resulting
in adequate information system specifications.
The usefulness of a context-sensitive method will be
further increased if it includes reference models which
contain standard translations of domain-specific terms into
generic specification method constructs. They can be seen
as the missing link between the semantically very rich, yet
ormally poorly described domain concepts present in
users’ terminology, and the semantically meager, but
formally well-defined concepts from the average generic
specification language. The purpose of this paper is to
explore the role of such reference models and how they
can be integrated with RENISYS. We will do this
especially for the problem domain. To build these
reference models, we will try to adapt and formalize
existing network analysis theory (see e.g., [6]). More
precisely, we will concentrate on the roles-linkage theory
[19], which is aimed at analyzing business networks.
We will first give a brief overview of RENISYS.
Then, we will discuss the role of reference models. After
that, we will introduce the theory of network analysis and
show how its concepts can be incorporated in a RENISYS
reference model. Finally, we will use a real life example to
illustrate the potential of this approach.
2. An Overview of RENISYS
RENISYS is a dynamic and context-sensitive research
network information system specification method. It is
dynamic because it allows for the easy evolution of system
specifications. It is context-sensitive because it takes into
account the characteristics of the context in which the
information system is situated. In this way, the method can
help system developers to ask more relevant questions
than possible with generic specification methods.
RENISYS consists of two parts: a network-specific
reference framework, combined with a generic dynamic
modeling method. In this section, we will briefly describe
the basic concepts of the reference framework, the
dynamic modeling method DEMO, and how they are
integrated in RENISYS.
2.1 The RENISYS framework
The RENISYS framework consists of three levels: the
problem domain, the human network, and the information
system. In the problem domain, the network goals are
described and the activities that the network participants
need to carry out in order to achieve these goals. In the
human network the organizational structure is defined in
which the activities are performed. The human network
consists of four sub-levels: the individual, the group, the
network and environment level.
Each activity from the problem domain is represented
at the human network level as a combination of human
information and communication processes (I/C processes),
such as decision making, negotiation, co-authoring and so
on.
Finally, the information system level describes the
high level specifications of the actual network information
system. Each human information and communication
process from the human network level is translated into a
number of human-machine and machine-machine
information and communication processes, such as
retrieving and filtering of information. In our framework,
we currently refrain from describing the information
technologies implementing the information system level.
Figure 1 shows the relationships between the three levels.
Goals
Activities
Human I / C Processes
Human-Machine
Machine-Machine




Figure 1: The RENISYS Framework
2.2 Dynamic Essential Modeling of Organizations
DEMO is an acronym for Dynamic Essential
Modeling of Organizations. It is the name of a cross-
disciplinary theory about the dynamics of organizations,
as well as an analysis method. The disciplines on which it
draws are the philosophical branches of semantics and
scientific ontology [4], and the social theory grounded in
language philosophy [16,28]. Related modeling
approaches are SAMPO [2] and Action Workflow [25].
In DEMO three levels of abstraction are identified
[14,15]. At the lowest level, called the documental level,
an organization is viewed as a system of actors that
produce, store, transport, and destroy documents. At the
informational level, one abstracts from the substance in
order to focus on the semantic aspect of information. At
the highest level of abstraction, the essential level, the
essence of the organization is captured by viewing actors
carrying on performative conversations resulting in
original new things. These conversations represent the
essence of an organization.
The core modeling concept of DEMO is the concept
of the (essential) transaction. A transaction is considered
to be the basic pattern of organizational behavior. It
evolves in three phases: actagenic, action and factagenic.
During the actagenic phase agreement is reached between
actor A and actor B about the future execution of an
action by actor B. This phase consists of an actagenic
conversation, initiated by actor A. The result is an
gendum (singular of agenda) for the execution of an
ssential action by actor B. During the action phase this
essential action is executed by actor B.  During the last
phase actor A and actor B reach agreement about the facts
that have been accomplished as a result of the execution
by actor B. It consists of a factagenic conversation. Actor
A is called the initiator of the transaction and actor B the
executor. The behavior of a business (or any organization)
thus is conceived as consisting of carrying through
transactions. Every (essential) action is embedded in a
transaction and every established fact is the result of the
successful carrying through of a transaction.
The essential model of an organization is an integrated
whole of several partial models. The communication
model (CM) of an organization is the specification of the
interaction structure and the interstriction structure
between actors. By interaction structure is understood the
mutual influencing through being initiator or executor of
transactions. By interstriction structure is understood the
mutual influencing by means of created facts that play a
role in the condition part of the behavioral rules that are
executed in carrying through transactions. A CM is
graphically represented by means of a communication
diagram. The object world (or things actors communicate
about) is defined in the facts model (FM), while the
behavior of the actors is specified in the action model
(AM) by means of a procedural language.  Furthermore,
low level transaction process models describe the specific
steps in individual transactions and high level transaction
process models describe the relation between the different
transactions in time [33].
In this paper, we only focus on defining the essential
communication models as they form the core of any
DEMO analysis. In future work we will extend our
analysis to the other possible models as well. An example
of a complete specification can be found in [32].
2.3 Toward an operational specification method
From this short introduction into the basic concepts
constituted by RENISYS and DEMO, we can conclude
that the following starting points are important for
developing a method that models professional  networks
and their supporting information systems:
1. Participants in the network are viewed as responsible
subjects performing tasks in the network. Tasks in the
network are called actors. Conducting tasks is
performed in the role of either executor or initiator of
the tasks at hand (e.g., a customer is the initiator of the
process of the delivery of certain items. The executor
is the supplier of the goods. In our example case study
we can think of a taxpayer or a banker).
2. Each activity and I/C process can consist of sequences
of, sometimes conditional or repeated, subprocesses.
Every subprocess is modeled by defining a number of
interlinked transactions, each of which is determined
by (A) a set of actors responsible for carrying out
individual actions and (B) the communicative actions
taking place between actors. The aim of the
transactions is to coordinate the individual actions
carried out by actors in the real world. The sequence
of these transactions in time is represented in a high
level transaction process model.
3. Every transaction has an equivalent representation of a
combination of speech acts in a low level transaction
process model.
4. Next to the definition of the interaction structure
between actors, constituting the transactions, we also
represent the interstriction structure as informative
conversations (e.g., obtained by consulting a
database).
These concepts incorporated in RENISYS form the
basis for the definition of the reference models. Before we
show an example application of the RENISYS framework,
we more accurately define the notion of a reference model
and its role in information system development.
3. The Role of Reference Models
One of the most important theoretical contributions
that we hope to make with the development of RENISYS,
is to increase the context-sensitivity of present information
system development methodologies. Many of the current
dynamic methods, such as DEMO or semantic analysis
[29], are too generic to be useful for the adequate
definition of information systems for complex
organizations like business networks. However, their great
advantage is that they are formal: the basic concepts and
techniques that form the method allow, at least
theoretically, for the complete and consistent definition
and modification of system concepts and their relations.
The lack of such a formal approach is a serious
deficiency in many of the more management- and socially
oriented network information system development
approaches, such as hinted at in [18] and [1]. Still, their
power stems from the many issues unique to business
networks that they help to clarify and relate to one
another. They help the information system developers to
concentrate on potential problems, and provide solutions
in terms of reengineering business processes,
organizational structures, and information technologies.
Thus, what we need is a way to combine the formal
power of dynamic modeling methods with the context-
sensitivity of business network specific theories. This is
where we would like to introduce the concept of reference
models. Such models in general contain (stereo)typical
knowledge about specific aspects of the phenomenon of
interest. Reference models, like ISO standards, allow
professionals to reduce conceptual confusion and provide
them with solid common ground for future work.
However, in our view reference models have an extra
function, in that they help to translate domain-specific
knowledge into information and communication modeling
primitives. This reference knowledge can be used by
system developers to ask interesting questions, by
knowledge base creators to define concept classes, and by
network theorists to discuss differences in perspective.
Moreover, one of the most interesting applications of
reference models is in their ability to help automate the
specification process. Reference knowledge can be used
to drive the specification process, by giving the method
the means to ask the users of the system questions about
possible changes in the information system context
formulated in the users’ own terminology. This is a
prerequisite for normal users to be able to specify and
maintain their own information systems, as now they can
express themselves in their own (semi)natural language,
instead of having to descend into abstract and cryptic low-
level system modeling concepts. Such a reference model-
based specification method can prove to be indispensable,
as business environments, like their research counterparts,
are prone to change, the users of information systems in
such domains are often not well versed in the intricacies
of system development, and users often need to be closely
involved in the specification of their own, customized
information systems. The RENISYS framework forms the
backbone that can contain and combine many different
types of reference models, at the various problem domain,
human network, and information system levels.
Several important questions need to be asked before
such models can be developed: How are reference models
structured? How are they implemented? How can they be
embedded within and used by the specification method?
Who has the authority to create and modify the models?
What information can be considered uniform reference
information and what information is to be considered
case-specific? How and by whom are they to be used?
Surprisingly few literature sources and operational
methods deal with these important questions. We will try
to address most of them in future work. In this paper, we
mainly focus on the question of how to obtain high-quality
reference information. Some specification tools allow for
libraries of concepts to be stored and reused in other
applications. However, this more often than not results in
a chaotic set of ad hoc defined concepts, of which the
importance and relevance is only known to their creators.
For more meaningful context-knowledge to be stored in
really useful reference models, it is important to translate
insights from existing theoretical work relevant to the
various RENISYS levels into formal concepts
understandable by methods like DEMO. The translation
of theoretical insights into reference communication
models of DEMO has already proven to be possible in the
domain of production control [31].
In this paper, we intend to show that concepts from the
terminology of actual participants in business networks
can be translated into formal concepts that can be easily
understood and processed by information system
developers and the methods that they use. In this way,
formal specification methods can be made much more
context-specific, while not losing their completeness and
consistency properties. We will take one example from the
literature of network analysis. Very interesting work has
been done on this, which will be briefly described in the
next section. One specific example, of particular interest
to business networks, is the roles-linkage model
developed by Kambil and Short [19], part of which we
will translate into RENISYS reference models.
4. Network Analysis
Before we can define the functionality of the
supporting tools mediating the communication process
between the members, we have to analyze the network
activities and organizational structure. A useful approach
to perform this task is network analysis [5,6,27]. This is a
systematic approach for modeling networks. In the view
of network analysis, a network is defined by nodes and
connections. Nodes can be individuals, offices,
documents, machines or any other entity capable of
having a relationship with other (combinations of) entities.
Connections can likewise take virtually any form that the
analyst can define to be meaningful. In our case
connections will be used for describing economic
exchange relations.
A distinction is generally made between positional
analysis (the assessment of positions which individuals or
units hold in a social structure) and relational analysis (the
assessment of interactions among those units) [5]. The two
models of analysis are complementary, but not
overlapping; this means that both are of help in gaining an
appreciation of the network structure. The analyst must
define the nature of the behavior which is of interest, the
level of aggregation of that behavior (across time and
units) which is meaningful, the level of interaction
necessary to constitute a significant relationship, and the
bounds to be placed on the system under investigation.
Bounds, nodes, connections and behavior describe a
network. These concepts are then used to identify the
types of cooperation in the network (coordination,
collaboration and co-decision).
The roles-linkage approach [19] has been developed
specifically for the purpose of analyzing and modeling
business networks. In terms of general network analysis
techniques, the roles-linkage approach is a typical
positional analysis instrument. The two terms, roles and
linkage are defined as follows. Roles are distinct,
technologically separable, value-added activities
undertaken by firms or individuals in a given business
network (e.g., a customer or a banker). A linkage is
defined as the way that firms or individuals manage
economic interdependence across value adding roles in
the network. On the basis of the work of Williamson [35],
six different types of linkages are defined, reflecting the
different models of coordinating and economic exchange
relationships between firms or individuals in the network
(simple market exchange, standard linkage, specialized
linkage, alliance, hierarchy and mandate).
Although the roles-linkage approach provides us with
a useful classification of cooperation patterns in business
networks, it does not indicate what characteristics of these
patterns should be incorporated in the supporting
information systems. On the other hand, a generic
information system specification method does not pay
attention to the possible effects that various types of
linkages have on the ultimate information and
communication process specifications. Therefore, in this
paper an attempt is made to create a mutually beneficial
integration of a domain modeling theory and a generic
specification method.
5. Modeling an Example Network
By means of a case we want to show the ease with
which complex domain specifications can be created and
modified with the RENISYS approach. To do so, we ill
show how participants in a business network can model in
an evolutionary way a specific network activity, and of
course the resulting changes in the information system.
The selected case is adapted from Kambil and Short [19],
and discusses the developments in the tax return
preparation marketplace. The activities in this case show a
high degree of dynamism due to the introduction since
1990 of new technologies in the form of electronic tax
return filing of the Internal Revenue Service (IRS).
The purpose of this case is not to discuss the general
effects of globalization but rather to show a mechanism
via which business networks can define and maintain their
theoretically enriched information system specifications.
As this particular case has already been used by Kambil
and Short to explain the roles-linkage model, we are using
it for clarifying its integration with the RENISYS
approach, thus simplifying comparisons. Business cases
more specifically dealing with the issue of globalization
are currently being developed.
In the discussion of the case two situations are
presented in order to show how the network dynamism is
handled. The first situation describes the tax preparation
market prior to the introduction of electronic filing, while
the second one describes the situation after its
introduction. Here, only the problem domain will be
modeled. The roles-linkage analysis results as an initial
model of the problem domain. Then, RENISYS translates
these domain descriptions into formal information system
specifications.
5.1 Tax Return Preparation Prior to Electronic Filing
In the pre electronic filing situation, the basic network
consists of linkages among six distinguishable roles:
taxpayer, return preparer, mail carrier, banking services,
Internal Revenue Service, and retailer. Individuals in the
role of taxpayer file returns with the IRS who undertakes
the role of processing the return and issuing refunds.
Taxpayers may use the tax return preparation service to
prepare the return and an organization in the mail carriage
service to mail the return to the IRS. Once the tax return
has been processed, a refund check is mailed. The
individual in the role of customer may deposit the money
for later use, by using the services of the banker role, or
cash the check and purchase goods from a retailer.
The roles-linkage perspective focuses on the type of
relationships between the different roles. For example,
between the taxpayer and the return preparer exists a
simple market exchange linkage (see table 1 for the
different linkages between the roles). However, as a
typical positional analysis instrument it does not clearly
identify what types of communication processes take
place between network participants, and as such the roles-
linkage model is not sufficiently powerful for information
system specification purposes. Here it is where the
application of the RENISYS approach is useful. The
domain-specific knowledge described and represented in
the roles-linkage model is translated into RENISYS terms
in order to develop context-sensitive reference models.
Table 1: Some roles and linkages identified in the tax
preparation business (adapted from [19])
Roles taxpayer return preparer
taxpayer
return preparer M, SC




M=simple market exchange; SC=standard contract;
MD=mandate; A=alliance; SpC=specialized contract.
If we extend the model with the RENISYS approach,
we are more interested in the kinds of communication
links between the participants in the network. Another
important addition is that in RENISYS transactions,
representing complex negotiation patterns, are the basic
unit of analysis, while in the roles-linkage perspective
these patterns are left implicit in the various classification
categories. Table 2 represents some of the transactions
identified in the case study:
Table 2: Some transactions in the tax preparation business
Transaction Initiator Executor
T1 prepare the return taxpayer return preparer
T2 mail the return to IRS taxpayer mail carrier
T3 deposit money customer banking services
The transactions are represented in the communication
diagram of figure 2. Each actor is represented with a box,
while transactions are depicted as a combination of a disk
and a diamond. Now communication and information
eeds can be represented more precisely. For example,
one important addition to the roles-linkage analysis of the
case are the two distinct roles for taxpayer and customer.
In the DEMO analysis these two actors are distinct
because they have different responsibilities (it is the
customer asking for services from banking services, not
the tax payer). In DEMO these responsibilities and other


















Figure 2: Partial communication diagram of the pre-
electronic filing situation
We just showed that the roles-linkage perspective can
benefit from a DEMO analysis. However, the real focus of
this paper is finding ways to improve the context-
sensitivity of this specification method. While in DEMO-
based RENISYS only low level analysis instruments
represent the procedural and formal representation of the
communication patterns (see paragraph 2.2), the roles-
linkage perspective on the case provides us with an easy
to use informal classification of these linkages. More
important, the roles-linkage analysis gives insight in the
typical terminology used, simplifying the selection and
combination of basic communication concepts in
RENISYS.
5.2 Electronic Filing of Tax Return Preparation
In the second situation the IRS allows electronic filing
in the tax preparation business, resulting in two obvious
transitions in the network: an expansion of relevant roles
as well as linkages. Furthermore, these linkages become
more specialized and customized. This results in linkages
changing from, for example a specialized contract to an
alliance between the roles credit provider and return
preparer.
Most new roles are created by the introduction of new
information technology in the business network. In
practice these different roles (e.g., network provider and
software provider) are often performed by a single entity
combining the roles (in this case together with the
electronic filer role). The next table shows some of the
roles in the new situation.
Table 3: The introduction of new roles in the tax
preparation business (adapted from [19])
Roles taxpayer return preparer
taxpayer




electronic filer M A, SpC
credit provider SC, SpC A, SpC
retailer M A
Next to the new roles, some of the linkages that have
been defined with the roles-linkage approach have also
changed. For example, some return preparers are
implementing customer databases to improve service and
change the linkage between the firm and its customer. The
traditional market exchange is changed to a more
specialized linkage. Another example of a new linkage is
the credit provider who offers customers credit while the
tax form is being processed. As a result of these new links
we can identify a number of new actors in the
communication diagram performing new jobs in the
network. Table 4 shows, among old transactions, the new
transaction T4, between a customer and a customer credit
provider in the electronic tax preparation business.
Table 4: Some transactions in the electronic tax
preparation business
Transaction Initiator Executor
T1 prepare return taxpayer return preparer
T2 mail return to IRS taxpayer mail carrier
T3 deposit money customer banking services













Figure 3: Communication diagram of the electronic tax
preparation network
The extended communication diagram (see figure 3)
of the new electronic preparation business shows for
example the customer credit provider as a new participant
in the network. The customer uses information from the
transaction T1 to know whether it is possible to apply for
credit (represented by the dotted line). While the offer
may come from the credit provider, the request still has to
come from the customer, in order to set the right
commitments between the parties in the transaction.
The communication diagram provides a stable model
with a high level transaction-based representation of the
ongoing business processes. When new business processes
are introduced only parts of the communication model
will change. The difference will be reflected in either new
transactions or modifications of existing transaction links,
however the communication primitives used will remain
the same. In this way the communication model can serve
as a reliable reference model in the RENISYS framework.
In other words, changes in the network that have an
quivalent in the roles-linkage analysis will not always
result in a change in the communication model. Only if
new communication patterns are created in these networks
will we identify new types of transactions.
6. Related Research
Professional networks, both business networks and
research networks, as a focus of information system
support have not received much attention yet. The
RENISYS framework presented in this paper is an attempt
to provide structured support for obtaining such network
information system specifications. In de Moor [11] a case
is described of the GRNSD network, which aims to
improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the sustainable
development research process. De Moor and van der Rijst
[13] describe an application of RENISYS to model the
report writing process that takes place in one of the
network groups studying the deforestation crisis in British
Columbia in Canada.
In other work related to research networks and their
information systems, Kraut, Galegher and Egido [22] for
example, describe different stages of scientific
cooperation and how coordination can be achieved.
Rechenman [26] proposes a distributed knowledge base
architecture by means of which researchers can share
knowledge at different consensus levels. This architecture
is a formal equivalent of the reviewing process rather than
the business process we described in this paper. In Wan
and Johnson [34] a system called CLARE has been
developed that aims at collaborative learning through
collaborative knowledge construction. So, although the
emphasis is on learning, the process is very similar. A
major difference is that our goal is the development of a
framework by means of which the participants of the
network can choose and adapt different ways of working,
whereas the above systems typically support one way. For
that reason, we have started with a general communication
modeling method DEMO.
More related to business networks, the transaction cost
economics [35] has focused on the determination of the
boundaries of firms, and as such has been a source of
inspiration for research of new organizational forms. The
traditional dichotomy between markets and hierarchies
has been replaced by electronic markets and electronic
hierarchies [23]. A major problem with the research in this
direction is that the attention is focused on modeling
organizations and economic exchange relations rather than
the analysis and development of network supporting
information systems, and as such has the same drawbacks
as identified in the area of research networks.
An interesting example of related research not aimed
at professional networks is the negotiation protocol
described in Chang and Carson [7]. This protocol is based
on speech acts. Negotiation by means of speech acts is
also part of the Transaction Process Model in DEMO.
However, DEMO highlights the commitments of the
participants resulting from successful transactions, making
this approach more suitable for business communication
modeling.
7. Conclusions
Many professional networks share the characteristic of
dynamism, resulting in difficulties when supporting
information systems have to be developed. It is often not
possible to precisely represent important domain-specific
subtleties in the final information system design. One
approach to overcome this important problem has been
presented as the extended RENISYS framework. As an
example we showed the analysis of a case study applying
the RENISYS framework using concepts from network
analysis theory, in order to deal with two important issues
identified in the introduction.
The first issue concerned the definition of a rich set of
modeling concepts, or a consistent language to
characterize network-level phenomena. Such a language,
capable of capturing not only the general concepts but
also the domain-specific elements is the first step in the
development of a specification method for network
information systems. The RENISYS framework forms the
foundation for such a language. To fill in the framework
we applied the DEMO approach, which is not only
consistent but also formally defined. Above all, it
incorporates the speech act theory, which has already
proven to be a strong frame of reference for explaining
organizational behavior and communication [30,36]. To
increase the context-sensitivity of the modeling language
the DEMO analysis was preceded by an analysis with the
roles-linkage model. We showed that concepts from this
network analysis theory could be translated into
RENISYS terms, without losing the expressive power of
these concepts. The combined use of both approaches
results in a better representation of concepts in RENISYS.
The second issue concerned the design of business
network information systems, which of course makes use
f the constructed modeling language. The design stage of
network information systems should be preceded by the
analysis of the current situation. Because of the dynamic
nature of business networks, most analysis instruments or
system analysis techniques are not capable of capturing
these features in the analysis. The roles-linkage approach
showed the representation of the example study on two
moments in time. Both situations have been translated into
a core RENISYS representation, in order to define the
communication structure between the participants in the
network. Information from the roles-linkage analysis was
used to identify actors and transactions between those
actors. The resulting communication model of the
problem domain layer can serve as a reference model for
future implementations or modifications of the network
information system infrastructure.
The most important contribution made by the
integration of network analysis concepts with the
RENISYS communication models stems from the stability
of these models in time as they are now based in sound
domain modeling theories. They can serve as reliable
reference models for future users of information systems
that are implemented on basis of these communication
structures. The resulting information systems can be more
easily customized and extended by users to better match
their specification needs.
Research in the future will be aimed at a further
development of the RENISYS framework. Empirical
testing will result in a robust approach enabling
participants in professional networks to define and adapt
their own supporting information systems. But even more
important, attention will be more directed to studying the
cooperative nature of these new network organizations
and finding new and creative ways to support these
networks in order to realize the greatest benefits for all
involved.
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